An expansive automotive-style dash and windshield highlight a full-featured driver's compartment. After reaching your destination, recline in the front captain's chairs while you enjoy FIESTA's standard AM/FM stereo with CD player and dash mounted 19" color TV.

Model 26Y shown in Stonewashed Blue.

Get a good night's sleep in FIESTA's spacious bedroom. There's over 12 cubic feet of easy-access storage under the bed, ample cabinet space and a convenient shirt ward. Model 31H shown in Mystic Beige.

FIESTA's wide-body construction offers a generous 96" of interior width. The wood cabinetry, comfortable dinette and residential-style bathroom door add to its contemporary styling. Model 31H shown in Mystic Beige.

Who says you can't have it all at a price you can afford?

Introducing the all-new Fleetwood FIESTA™ — Redefining luxury, value and comfort in a Class A motor home. From the automotive-style dash to the standard Draw Tite® hitch, every feature of the FIESTA was specified with your enjoyment in mind.

We started with a choice of powerful chassis, utilized wide-body construction for generous interior space and additional storage below, and finished the interior in two distinct fabric packages. FIESTA's long list of standard features outdistances the competition in comparison.

Step into the all-new FIESTA and you'll discover the Fleetwood difference—Quality. Discover the all-new FIESTA, and discover a new beginning.

Ten Reasons to Buy a Fiesta

Key Exterior Features:
1. Wide-Body Construction
2. Large Lighted Pass-Through Luggage Compartment
3. Two Inch Steel Framed/Insulated Vacubonded Floor
4. Automotive Undercoating
5. Available Digital Satellite Dish (optional)

Key Interior Features:
1. Standard In-Dash AM/FM/Compact Disc Player
2. Standard Microwave with Integrated Light and Fan
3. Residential Raised Panel Lavatory Door
4. Solid Wood Raised Panel Cabinet Doors
5. Standard Air Conditioning
Interior and Exterior Colors

**Mystic Beige**

- Living Room Feature
- Living Room Upholstery
- Bedroom Feature
- Drapery
- Wood Selection

Exterior Color

**Stonewashed Blue**

- Living Room Feature
- Living Room Upholstery
- Bedroom Feature
- Drapery
- Wood Selection

Exterior Color

Exterior photography features Fiesta Model 31H.
For over 50 years, we at Fleetwood have understood that people love the freedom and independence an RV provides. As a pioneer in the RV industry, Fleetwood is synonymous with outdoor recreation, and over the last half-century, we’ve grown to become the largest manufacturer of recreational vehicles in the world. This growth was inspired by the simple credo of Fleetwood’s founder—to build great value into practical products that work hard for the consumer—a philosophy fully embraced by every Fleetwood associate to this day.

Go to any campground, state park or auto race and chances are that there will be more Fleetwood RVs present than units from any other manufacturer. Over two million vacations a year are taken in Fleetwood RVs, vacations that represent the dreams of RV owners. That’s a great number of dreams to live up to. Yet, year after year, Fleetwood comes through.

That’s why we remain the number one RV manufacturer in the world—we make the dreams of our customers come true.